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FIGURE 5—Direct comparison between power (W) and cadence (rpm) for SRM and PT during dynamic CALRIG trials.



whole pedal stroke. The average cadence recorded for the SRM during this trial was 94 ⫾ 13 rpm compared with 54 ⫾ 30 rpm for the PT hub. Figure 6a shows a graph of the fluctuations in power throughout the hill climb field trial; again there was a phase delay for PT. The average power output was 411 ⫾ 63 W for SRM and 432 ⫾ 79 W for PT (Fig. 6a); however, in contrast to the CALRIG trials, maximum power output was 51 W lower for SRM compared with PT (651 W for SRM and 702 W for PT). In Figure 6b, the cadence profiles of the ride were compared. Although not as pronounced as those shown in Figure 5, one can observe that relying on indirect estimation of cadence sometimes causes false peaks and troughs. The average cadence recorded for SRM was 87 ⫾ 9 rpm compared with 84 ⫾ 14 rpm for PT, whereas maximum cadence was 105 rpm for the SRM compared with 112 rpm for the PT. Even with signal drop-out, average speed



was similar, with 27.6 ⫾ 3.5 km·h⫺1 for SRM and 27.7 ⫾ 4.1 km·h⫺1 for PT (Fig. 6c).



DISCUSSION The primary purpose of this study was to establish whether the SRM powermeter and PT hub accurately measure power output during simulated high-intensity cycling under a variety of conditions. The present data show that using average data, both SRM and PT are usually within their manufacturer’s specifications. However, when the data are expressed using modified Bland-Altman plots, there is a considerable scatter around the mean percent error. Acknowledging the range of scatter has important implications when trying to interpret laboratory intertrial reliability or technical error data using this type of power monitoring system. The present data also show that during trial 1 (with



FIGURE 6 —Direct comparison of power (W), cadence (rpm), and speed (km·hⴚ1) for SRM and PT during a training ride.
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